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Wellfleet rail trail foes vow to press
fight
Mary Ann Bragg  Most Popular Our Picks

Community meeting focuses on concerns over design.

WELLFLEET — Concerns over the design of the state s̓ proposed extension
of the Cape Cod Rail Trail got heavy emphasis at a community meeting
Monday. But a voice or two in the crowd of 60 said opponents of the design
should reconsider their comments.

“I think we have an opportunity here to get a section of the bike path
extended,” Wellfleet bicyclist John Cumbler said. “That may disappear. We
may not get it.”

By the end of the meeting, the majority of the crowd appeared in agreement
that they would start or intensify a campaign to influence state officials and
legislators, with phone calls and other means, to abandon all or parts of the
current design. Opponents of the design said they intend to call for another
public meeting with state Department of Conservation and Recreation
planners, beyond the first Oct. 22 public meeting.

“It s̓ a gauntlet,” said Wellfleet bicyclist Stephen Oliver, one of the citizen
organizers of the meeting.

The state is expanding the 22-mile rail trail farther into Wellfleet and
westward from South Dennis. The most worrisome part of the 2-mile design
for Wellfleet for many at the meeting appeared to be in the area where the
extension would end at Route 6, and then in a separate project a bike lane
would be planned to run parallel to the highway.
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“My experience so far has been, Iʼve almost gotten hit at Cumberland
Farms,” Wellfleet bicyclist Barbara Boone said of her recent attempts to bike
to work, including through the area where the biggest concerns are with
business and residential curb cuts, side streets and dense summer traffic.

The opponents of the design have two state agencies in their sights. The
state Department of Conservation and Recreation intends to end the rail
trail at a new 33-space parking lot at Route 6, which some have challenged
as a dangerous end point because of traffic. A separate project by the state
Department of Transportation would give bicyclists a separate lane
alongside Route 6 northward that would, in theory, lead them safely from
the rail trail to a traffic light at Main Street. Then bicyclists would either take
Main Street into town or continue on a bike lane northward to Truro.

The separate lane along Route 6, as planned, seemed to bring out the
biggest concerns. In one slide in Oliver s̓ presentation, the separate lane
was described as a two-way lane but only on one side of Route 6. Then
Select Board member Helen Miranda Wilson said that board had asked the
transportation department for a single bike lane on each side of Route 6,
each going in the direction of traffic.

“There are going to be a lot of cars, and a lot of people on bicycles,” Wilson
said. “It s̓ going to be dangerous. We need to make it as safe as possible.”
None of the other four members of the Select Board was present.

A petition campaign calling for a safe and scenic bike path has begun,
hoping to catch the attention of the state planners, with about 128
signatures Monday night. In addition to Boone and Oliver, the organizers of
the community meeting included Rebecca and Peter Noble and Dale
Donovan.

The state Department of Transportation is aware of the rail trail extension
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project, agency spokeswoman Judith Reardon Riley said Monday by email.
“We are investigating alternatives to connect the (Department of
Conservation and Recreation) project to the MassDOT intersection project.”

A state Department of Conservation and Recreation spokeswoman said the
agency was aware of the petition drive. The spokeswoman said although
state projects do not have to submit to local zoning bylaws that might, for
example, require a site plan review, the agency frequently works with town
planners and local elected officials on projects in addition to engaging
stakeholder communities through public meetings and public comment
periods.

— Follow Mary Ann Bragg on Twitter: @maryannbraggCCT.
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